I. Answer the following questions.

Q1. What are creepers? Give two examples.
A1. ____________________________  ____________________________
                                          ____________________________
                                          ____________________________

Q2. Define
a) Mountains _______________________________________________
                                          ____________________________
                                          ____________________________
b) Lakes ___________________________________________________
                                          ____________________________
                                          ____________________________

II. Give an example of the following.

1. Root we eat _______ 3. Climber _______
2. Gas we get from plants _______ 4. Stem we eat _______

III. Match

1. Rubber   Paper
2. Bamboo   Clothes
3. Gum      Tyres
4. Cotton   Acacia
5. Jute     small river
6. Jasmine  Oil
7. Stream   Perfume
8. Coconut  Ropes
IV. Fill in the blanks.

1. ________have seeds inside them.

2. ________absorb water for the plants.

3. Flowing water is called ________________.

4. ________ have a hard and strong stem.

5. Our Earth looks like a big ________________ ________________ ball.

6. ________ make food for the plants.

7. Wood is used to make ________________.

8. We eat the ____________ of potato plant.

9. ____________ are very weak plants and can’t stand straight on their own.

10. Small bushy plants are called ________________.

V. Word Search

ROOTS   LEAVES   STEM   FLOWERS   BUD
SUNLIGHT   FRUIT   CLIMBERS   TRUNK   WOOD